
SHHHHH....IT'S A SECRET!!

Here's a little secret between you and

me... I recently returned from a

fabulous trip to Tanzania and

experienced the rare and largely

undiscovered beauty of the Northern

Serengeti in the "secret season". After

the HERDS (both wildebeest &

people) have moved on from this

area which is usually by the end of

October - remain spellbound by the

beauty and diversity of this
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landscape (all 300 square miles!)

home to the Big Five as well as an

abundance of other wildlife such as

cheetah, topi, hyena, and a plethora

of plains game. You also traverse the

Mara River known for its massive

crocodiles who are fully satiated after

the migration - they've had their fill

of food that will last them a year!

 

What adds to the magic of this

season in the Northern Serengeti is

that when I visited there were only

two camps (now there are three)

open year round so you basically

have the area to yourselves to dictate

the pace of your safari and enjoy the

amazing sightings without the

crowds.

Best time for secret season in the northern Serengeti: December - March

SO NOW I'M GOING TO LET YOU IN ON ANOTHER SECRET!

The Northern Serengeti in Tanzania is a great alternative to the very busy Masai

Mara in Kenya during the migration (August - October) as much of the migration

does not cross the Mara (would you with a one ton crocodile waiting for you as you

step into the ever treacherous Mara River!).  So if your travel dates fall sometime

between August and October and you only have time to visit one country it is

possible to witness the migration without visiting Kenya.  During this time all of the



mobile camps that follow the

migration set up in the

Northern Serengeti so there is a

great variety of

accommodations to choose

from.

 

Best time for the migration

in the Northern Serengeti:

August - October

There are so many fabulous options which is why you must contact

EXPLORE to plan your next amazing trip to Africa - We are in the know on

all of the little secrets ...Call 888-596-6377 or Email us!

 

CHERRI INTERVIEWED IN DEPARTURES MAG
We are proud to announce the latest article on Cherri

Briggs, owner of EXPLORE.  "Who is Cherri Briggs?" is a

great acknowledgement of our 'noble leader', written by

Richard Story, editor in chief of Departures magazine, and

featured in their their gorgeous 200 page Africa issue.  

 See the Article

More about Cherri

MOZ UPDATE FROM CHERRI:
" I just returned from Lugenda River Camp in Northern Mozambique. This amazing, remote

piece of Africa remains unchanged, but now you don't have to sleep on a sand bank on the
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river's edge to experience it.  In 2002 I led an

expedition with my brother and two friends

down the river, completing its first descent.

Necky kayak sponsored our trip. A fantastic,

hair raising trip of a lifetime!"

WATCH THE VIDEO 

To check out the new luxury camp on the

Lugenda river, contact us now!

VISIT THE EXPLORE BLOG!

STAY CONNECTED
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